Accu-Tool™
Cutting Tool Inspection System

Digital multi-function rotary axis

X & Z Axis directly mounted to high precision granite for stability.

Pull-out keyboard tray

PC and Software included (with 4K UHD Monitor)

Fully adjustable 4 Quadrant LED lighting

2 adjustable LED lights

Indicator Gauge

Calibration Gauge

Included Features:

- 4K Ultra High Definition Monitor (UHD)
- 5MP Vision System
- Integrated Digital Rotary
- .dfx Import/Export
- Solid granite base and column
- Mounted dial indicator
- Microscope magnification levels [optional]
- Generate inspection reports
- LED Flex lighting
- 4-quadrant LED lighting - programmable in software
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Available Options:

- Light Diffuser Slide (ITEM NAME: LMT-DFS)
- Concentricity Gauge (ITEM NAME: LMT-CCG)
- Workstation (ITEM NAME: LMT-ACT-WS)
- Red Back Light (ITEM NAME: LMT-RBL)
- Insert Holder (ITEM NAME: LMT-IHA)
- Fiber Ring Light (ITEM NAME: LMT-FRL)
- Universal Tool Positioner (ITEM NAME: LMT-UTP)
- Saw Blade Attachment (ITEM NAME: LMT-SBA)

Accu-Tool Specifications:

- Camera: 5 megapixel USB vision system
- Computer: Desktop (supplied)
- Screen Resolution: 3840 x 2160 px (4x HD Resolution)
- Operating System: Windows based software included
- Output to: CAD, Excel and Word
- Input: CAD, for .DFX File Overlay
- Light: Adjustable variable intensity LED work lights
- Field of View: up to 1.3125 D
- Output: USB 3.0
- Scale Increments: 0.001mm/.00004”
- Repeatability: 0.010mm/.0004”
- Language: English
- Warranty: 1 year
- General Information: Footprint: 23.3” wide x 27.3” deep x 27.6” high
- Weight: 316 lbs / 143kg
- Power: 110 volts standard, 2.5 amps, 220 optional
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